
The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch 

 

Carol Omand from Scotland and Karen Margrethe Sørensen from Denmark have worked together on 

a Storyline The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch based on the children’s book by Ronda and David 

Armitage.  Karen Margrethe translated the book into Danish and Carol designed the Storyline for the 

young children. 

Karen Margrethe worked at Varnæs school, which is a small school in the southern part of Demark.  

Carol was invited to work together with Karen Margrethe in the kindergarten class at Varnæs school 

for three days.  There were twenty five children in the class.  There were three fantastic days where 

Carol helped Karen Margrethe introduce the Storyline.  A message in a bottle introduced each key 

question.  Carol and one of the children read the first message to the whole class.   

Karen Margrethe’s husband built a large lighthouse for the classroom.  It had a big door so that 

children could go inside the lighthouse two at a time and read stories to each other about 

lighthouses.  They also took in other books to read and thoroughly enjoyed this experience.  The 

children worked in small groups to paint the lighthouse, the background frieze and build the cottage. 

The children made a drawing of how they thought a lighthouse would look.  This drawing then 

became the front cover of their individual lighthouse workbooks. 



This Storyline was very exciting because it was completely new for both the teacher and the 

children.  The story is about a lighthouse keeper and his wife who live in a small cottage on a cliff 

overlooking the sea.  Every morning, the lighthouse keeper rowed over to his lighthouse in his small 

boat.  Meanwhile, his wife was preparing a delicious lunch for him.  The lunch was put in a basket 

and then hung on a wire to take it to his lighthouse. 

Every episode is introduced by a message in a bottle from the lighthouse keeper.  The message tells 

the children about the next activity they will do.  For example: 

What do you know about a lighthouse? 

What do you think a lighthouse looks like? 

Could you please draw a picture of a lighthouse? 

What do you think the cottage looks like inside and outside? 

What do you think my boat looks like? 

What clothes will I need for different types of weather? 

What do you think I might like to eat for lunch? 

One day a terrible thing happens. 

What do you think it might be? 

There were many good key questions throughout the Storyline that provided opportunities for 

children to practise a range of skills for example, writing skills, discussing with one another, talking, 

listening, sharing ideas, problem solving and finding out about lighthouses.  

There were also many opportunities for collaboration, teamwork, sharing, and taking turns. 

The story of course has a happy ending. 

During the last part of the Storyline, there was a visit to a real lighthouse.  One of the fathers knew a 

lighthouse keeper and arranged a visit for the children to see a real lighthouse.  The children 

prepared key questions for the lighthouse keeper.  They asked these on the visit.  It was a fantastic 

experience and demonstrated how the children’s self-confidence had grown throughout the 

Storyline. 

The parents were also very involved in this Storyline.  Parents told Karen Margrethe that when their 

children came home each day they were very enthusiastic about what was happening with the 

lighthouse keeper and his wife.  The parents often came into the class to see what the children had 

made.  They also visited to see the light working in the in the children’s lighthouse.  The parents said 

they liked having the opportunity to share their children’s experiences and follow the story with 

them.   



 

A message arrives in a bottle 

 

Painting the frieze  



 

Painting the Lighthouse 

 

Preparing the light for the lighthouse  



 

A visit to Kegnæs Lighthouse 

 

Making suitcases and clothes for Hr From 



 

Naughty seagulls 

 

Naughty seagulls 



 

The cat is unhappy because it was put in the basket 

 

Making super lunches 

 



 

Eating a super lunch 

 

Hr From watching the children eating lunch 


